Minimum significant ratio of selectivity ratios (MSRSR) and confidence in ratio of selectivity ratios (CRSR): quantitative measures for selectivity ratios obtained by screening assays.
Development of inhibitor compounds selective against undesirable targets is critical in drug discovery. Selectivity ratios for candidate compounds are evaluated by dividing potencies from two assays assessing the off-target and target. Because all potency measurements have underlying uncertainty, understanding error propagation is essential to interpreting selectivity data. Assay noise introduces ambiguity in the statistical significance of selectivity ratios, particularly at low replicate numbers when compounds are often prioritized for subsequent testing. The ability to differentiate potency results for any pair of compounds in one assay is evaluated using a metric called minimum significant ratio (MSR). Potency results of one compound tested in a pair of assays can be differentiated by the minimum significant selectivity ratio (MSSR). To differentiate selectivity ratios for any pair of compounds, we extend this concept by proposing two new parameters called the minimum significant ratio of selectivity ratios (MSRSR) and confidence in ratio of selectivity ratios (CRSR). Importantly, these tools can be used after a single selectivity measurement. We describe these methods and illustrate their usefulness using structure-activity relationship data from a Janus kinase inhibitor project, in which these tools informed a cogent retesting strategy and enabled rapid and objective decision making.